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PAPER SYNOPSIS
Bai Demao
EXPLORATION ON THE HUMAN BEHAVIOR TRACES IN RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT
Ills liunian behavior that raises the demands for environmental necessities, and
in the raeantime, environmental conditions exert their influences on humar behavior.
There are mutual impacts upon each other. This paper explores the human behavior
by its traces both in physical, socialogical and psycological aspects in residential
environment in order to improve our neighborhood design. It focuses on following
fields:
As mass organizations of self-management at the grass-roots level China's neighborhood
committees have been deeply rooted in urban residential areas. Efforts have
been made to plan the home clusters in accordance with the size of the committees.
Within each home cluster enclosed open space should be provided for social interactions
of the residents.
Measures are being taken in neighborhood design to break up the monotonous barrak-
like pattern of housing layout prevailing in China today, so that the residents
may have better environment as well as sufficient sunshine and ventilation.
Attention has been paid to two particular features existing in China today: the
majority of families is with both man and v/ife employed and with low income.
Tlie public facilities within a neighborhood, such as shops, nurseries and bicycle
sheds, should be arranged in such way that residents can have a convenient living
environment for their daily needs.
The open spaces within a neighborhood should be carefully divided to form a series of
rcsidenlial and recreational areas. These well designed areas are frequently used
by different ages of residents. AH theoutdoor spaces are under continual surveillance
of residents. Fiu-thermore, sense of security for all residents will be achieved
by setting up physical or symbolic boundaries defining zones of transition as real
or psycological baiTiers to the outside intruders.
Finally, the paper stresses that every neighborhood should have its unique characteristic.
The example of Beijing shows the simple and effective ways in housing layout
and architectural appearence to give a neighborhood its own identity.
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The Renovation of the Old City in Shanghai
Chen Minzhi
Shanghai Academy of
Social Sciences
It is necessary to make clear the following question before we d
discuss the problem of reconstruction of the old city of Shanghai.
The questions are: What is the reconstruction of city, what are
its contents, and what is its goal?
a) The t^oal of reconstruction of city is modernization. Therefore
the process of reconstruction of a city will be the process of moder-
nisation of the city.
B) It v;ill be impassible that the reconstruction and modernization
of a city do not deny the old one. City is a carriar of economic
and social activities in a certain territory. The reconrtruction of
city must change the old structure and distribution that are not re-
sponsible to the economic and cultural development, and the new pat-
tern of life.
C) The reconstruction and modernization evloves a very complicated
economic process instead of a mere planning or technical issue.
The reconstruction of Shanghai face a new problem today: to under-
mine the proMera of over-extension. What cause the provlem is not
difficult to find. For thirty years , What we have done in recon-
struction are only limited in a few parts, and have not touch the
structure of the city. To solve the problem, it is necessary to
encourageinhabitants move away from Sharighai center.
So the essential principle of reconstruction of Shanghai, is to create
such a condition in which the inhabitants intend to move away from
central city
There are some problems in putting the principle into effect, the
problems are:
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A) How to decreased the density of population and building. This
is one of the crucial problems of reconstruction of old city.
B) How to adjust the distribution and structure of city and in-
dustry is another main problem.
C) About the infrastructure, The original infrastructure needs
repairing and reconstruction. The construction of infrastructure
is a systematic work. It should be consider as a wh^ole.
The reconstruction of city is avery complicated work. The decision
maker should view the whole situation of the work. Every particular
issue in every field should be studied carefully, and make a general
plan on the base of the study.
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HOUSIiNJG Pl;OBLt;..IS IN THE OLD CITY lil SHANGHAI
Chen Ylewei
The Urban Construction
Office in Nanshi District
Shanghai
Housing is an essential condition for human living which
influences directly on everyone's life and work, on the
stability and unity of the society and on the construction
of emy coimtry. So the housing problem is also *an irapprjant
social and urban problem.
How to settle the faminies Ih housing difficulties in a
short time, hov/ to ^reconstruct the shack-dweller areas with
very poor building and housing environment and hov/ to improve
rapidly tlie old terrace houses which are of fine structure,
but lack of kitchen and sanitary eqiilpment, are very impor-
tant matters that concern the interests of the majority of
citizens in Shanghai.
To develop rapidly the dwelling construction of the old
districts in Shanghai, the most important task is to make a
feasible standard of the dv/elllng, so as to settle more
households by using limited floor spaces of the dv/elling.
The sites to be reconstructed must be provided with compre-
hensive benefits in many v/ays' economic, social and
environmental benefits.lt is necessary to bring all kinds of
the pasitive factors into play, to open up the investment
channels v/ith multi-ways and multi-patterns, to mobilize the
enthusiasm of the country, local government, enterprises
and individuals to build dwellings. We must offer the
dwellings with multi- types and multi-standards in different
areas, different incomes and different occupations. The
policy of uniform standard and price of the dwellingSvCOuld
not promote the prosperity of the house development profession
and is unfavorable to overcome the housing difficulties
rapidly.
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In old districts, vie must economically use the limited sites
for dv/ellins const i"uction. It is imperative in large shack-
dweller areas reconstructed by raising fund from the enter-
priac's that we adapt the pattern of "high-rise, high density
development" or "high-rise and multi-storey, high density
development". In this way we can break the deadlock of increa-
singly difficult reconstruction, v;hich is caused by the fact
of over-populated old districts, and the unbalance ratio of
more than 30% between .the demolition and construction in the
multi-abory dewelling reconstruction.
To build dv;elling in old districts is acomplicated, formidable
and long-term job. The successful experiences and 'the lessons
from failures tell us that the dwelling construction cannot
be carried on separately and be considered as it stands. We
must combine the dwelling construction with the reconstruction
of the old city under the guidance of the city master plan.
Thus, wo cannot only speed the constmet ion,, but also promote
the reconstruction of the old city.
— 5
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UrOByUI REiJEWAl AWD ITS CULTURAL TRADITION
Chen Yunwei
Tongji University
There are 349 olties up to now in China, moat of them
are developed fiom the old .ones. With the economic development
in recent yeai^s, more efforts have been made in renewing the
old cities in scale and goal than in repairing them partly in
the past.
The physical form of the city is an aspect of culture.
Thus, While renovating, we should maintain the valuable part
and reject the dross of the cultural tradition, and assioiilate
the esiience of Western culture through investigating and
analysing the present situation, and a new culture must be
created to fit the nev/ times. If vie only emphasize the develop-
ment of economics alone without ' Mgh educated people, the
modern concepts, the modem system of our society as well as
the modern urban form, it might be impossible to realize the
modernization of our country, especially for a country with
the feudal history of thousands of years long.
The author shows some opinions that the culture, whether
local or foreign, plays a prominent role in the physical form
of cities, and that the urban renewal is affected by the
cultural tradition.
_- 6 —
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Human Factors In The Domestic linvironment
People spend about two-thirds of his time in the domestic enviro-
rnent everyday. Some aspects of human life are directly influenced
by the quality of domestic onviroment, such, as learning, working,
entertaining and even the emotion, and soon.
At the SEune time, domestic enviroment is a part of living enviro-
ment, it means conditions for the subsistence of human being, but
many man-made unreasonable factors make the people's life inconve-
nient
1
.
Although the engendering and development of ergonomics mainly
occured in the production field, but the problems of efficiency
and fatigue also exist in the living enviroment, and the poor
enviroment leads to a lot of social problems. Housework is the
major part of physical output in a family, eg. the energy corn-
sumption of a house wife is about 2750-3000 kcal/day, while a
worker on the production line is just only 5000kcal/day, The
energy corasamption of a weaver or a busdriver 2500 kcal/day. The
house work itself still a major part of time within a day of a
housewife. For the energy comsumption is different for each
person, but under the most favourable conditions human activity
can reach an efficiency of 30^, while 70;;i of the energy is con-
verted into heat. The reasons for that may include. the desi.jn
and arrangement of the home facilities.-
A According to a preliminary survey in the Ton;' Ji residential
quarters, the most unsatisfactory items of the domestic enviro-
ment are the kitchen c-.nd its equipmentr, tl-ULi the writers sug-
gest that in the living enviroment the problems which arose in
the real world must be solved to provid efficient and comfort
enviroment for the users.
2. The human factors in the living enviroment: are concerned with
a variety of problems, but for the most part deal with the living
space itself. The space that people require depends upon the
.-
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elbo\; T'ooiii needed for their job and their psycliologiical satisfaction.
The phyoical need for space is detcx-inind i/y- Lue sir-.o of pijvunu, thr
space needed to move aT'ound equipment anil tho apace hi nececsacy fox-
paiisage to and frouj.
It is customary nowadays not only to quste the average raeasureinenta
but also to indicate the limits of size for groups of people. It is
usual to indicate the S0"/<> confidence limits, and use them as a measure
of variation form the mean measurement. This confidence aone indicates
that, for the measurement in question, 90/i of the population sampled
fall inside the given limits. Hence, we use the 5th, 50th and 95th
of the Chinese female anatomical dimesions as for short, medium and
tall persons respectively. Oviing to the general survey of the anato-
mical dimensions of this country is just being carried out, so we refer
to the data from 3 sources: the anthropometrical. data of Sichaun pro-
vince (1984) the data of conscription in 1984, and the anthropometrical
data of the Janpanese.
3. Kitchen is a typical working space in a house, anu the reasonable
heights of sink, working surface and cooker are greatly related to
the degree of comfort. The v/riters use 18 subjects by 4 teuts daring
the simulating operation — heart rate test, subjective assessment
test, photographic test and method of limits — to investigate the
reasonable height of sink, working surface ajid cooker, The results
are showed in the table.
percentage 5th per 50 th per 95th per
sink 80 cm 65 cm 90 cm
worting surface 75
.
80 85
cooker 65 70 75
The regression formulas are:
The height of sink: Y=0.55 X -3.33
The height of workigspace: Y=0.55 X. -8.35
The height of cooker: Y=0.55 X -10.33
where X is the body height in cm.
. __ 8 —
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A STUDY ON THE REBUILDHTG OP THE
OLD TRADITIONAL HOUSING DISTPvICT IN BEIJING
• Pan Shupei
Beijing Institute of
Architecture & Civil Eng.
1. Tl)<. J ririifiiL Conditloni: und Problenn ol' Che itebullainf^
.Voi-t; In ur.o Old Trad 1 CI onal Housing DlsCrlct ol' Beijing.
GL-riu-i'til 1.7 Jpci'iklrv, , Che old Ciial 1 CI oniil houalnK dls- .
CrlcCs In Che clcy cenCre ol" Beijing are ulmosC all ouCirioded
ni.d shabby, una nio:;c ol" Cliera tire badly needed Tor rebuild Irjg
<a- recon;;Ci-iicCl Oh . buc chls work l£; now being underCukcn
i.'lLhouc any pi(»nnln,i.
In Chi; llghc Ol' Che guldlnj.-: prlnclplei " where Chei-e
lu an open t:pace, Chere Is u plan Tor Ic "1 a great number
oV now buildings have been erected In recent years In the old
ruiildenciiil area In the styla of " uroundlng " or " set In ".
i;uc , Che ,.ri;a nhex-e dangerous and dllaplted houses are con-
cenCraCcd has been CoCully neglected. Such way of rebuilding
work has briiughc about a lot of troubles .in the work of city •
cons u rue Lion
.
^. The Solution to the uebullclng Work.
Ic seems Chat the plan for settling this Issue is to
put the reoulldlng work under a unified planning, that Is,
the rebuilding work should be done with " block by block ".
Then, the concentrated area of the dangerous and dilapidated
house iLay gi'iidually be transformed, the living standard of
the local uwellers Improved tind an entirely new look of the
foruier old city taken on. The shortage of fund for housing
rebuilding can be covered by the way of fund-raising.
'J. The hrercqulsl Ce Condition for h'und-ralslng
.
In Che course of Che housing rebuilding In che old-
fasliloned residential districts, after thie former dwellers
__ 9 —
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are resectlcd v;lch certain amount ol' now rooms, there is titill
Q chance lor the I'untl -raising units to obtain a goou propor-
tion of spare roomr.
. Thlo prlvllage of course will be enjoyed Xvj
tlie fund-raising units.
Thf: chance of sharing more spare rooms for the fund-
raising units should be strictly adhered to the standara of ro-
settlement and the floor area ratio of the nevj housing project.
Therefore, in the course of rebuilding and resettling, the
principle of "the more the new house built, the less the room:,
dlscributed " must be taken into conslaeration.
The practice oi" resettlement made by several cities'
Isi vjhlle the dwellers being resettled in the newtiulJjilngs on
Liiu spot where theii- old houses stood, Instead ol"' forcing them
to move fur avjay , a iJtrict resettlement measure may be accepti,.:
by these resettlers voluntarily. In cities other than Beijing,
the usual practice is that the households are being resettled
by providing them with the same number of rooms or the same sIkc-
of floor area they occpled before.
By raising the floor area ratio of the new houselng
project, and at the same time, resettling the former dwellers
with a strict distribution standard, a certain proportion of
sp.irc rooiri ratio will be ensured.
'+. The Ijew Housing Design for Uesettling Former Uesidents tihoulc.
Have It's In herent Specific Character.
The rigid resettlement is used as a means of achiev-
ing " less distribution ". But it is difficult to reach the de-
sired goal in the absence of the coordlatlon of the proper hou;:-
Ing design. The housing design for resettlement should be dis-
tinguished from those for general workers or staff members. The
dlffei-ence between them can be abstrcted as i the different area
star/dai'd per hcuaehold and tlie different proportion for varied
suites of number of rooms.
— 10 —
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5. A Call In Question In Kegard to the Pattern of the City's
Uesldentlal bestrlct Planning.
The patterrj of planning for residential districts
(so called 'Xluo-Ju' or community ) modeled after the iJovlec
Union In the early fifties. Such planning pattern charac-
terized by I an Independent llvllng section circumscribed by
four main streets; an exclusive living section which lu It-
self a " sleeping quarter "i public establishment such as
ahops , restaurants and other service trades being centraliz-
ed to form a community centre i and all these public estab-
lishments are being settled with a definite quota, and so on.
The construction practice undergone In the past thlrt> years
( especially In the past decade ) has proved that the plan-
ning pattern mentioned above Is conform neither to the condi-
tions of our cities, nor to the living behvlour of the urban
dwellers
.
If the plannlg pattern could be observed as i the ar-
rangement of the public establishments follows the Beijing's
tradlonal form of " Xlao-Jle " { small street ), Instead of a
centre; the coponent of the district or community centre be
arranged In the light of the social structure entity by the
way of " from top to bottom " Instead of that " froiD bottom
to top "i by the analysis of the utilization value of each
land zoning, plan pme. office buildings or other organizations
within a residential district to form a comprehensive com-
munity both for living and working, Instead of an exclusive
living quarter, and so on, perhaps these might be mor^ suitable
for our residential districts In the city.
It Is suggested therefore, that thla planning pat-
tern should be put for a further study and research.
Appendix I A Study ol" the fiebulldlng Plan for the Hualbalshu
District of Deljlng. • ;
— 11 ~
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HOUSING DESIGN AND NEIGHBOURS CONTACT
Beijing Municipal Research Institute of City Planning
and Design, Head City Planner
Fan Yao-bang
Neighbours contact is a indispensable cultural factory
in our life. A good. house design and neighbourhood unit
planning is not only confortable, .convenience, safe and
quiet, but also favourable to. contact and help each other '
among the neighbours.
How architects and- city planners in many countries and
regions in the world have pi'.id much attention to neighbours
contact in housing design and neighbourhood unit planning,
not only have considered phisical planning and design.
. This paper is a survey and research report about
neighbours contact in different kinds of houses in Beijing.
We surveyed three kinds houses about 1^00 households: high
rise apartment houses, milte storey apartment houses and a
traditional house in Beijing is a compound with houses
around a courtyard.
The results of survey and analysis are as follow:
1. The level of understanding and contact among the
neighbours in the high rise apartment houses is not
— 12 —
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as good as in the railte stdirey.
The hi^h ri.'se and milte storey houses had surveyed in
three different <kinds range : "Base i"loor"., . "sanie unit" and
"same building". Five items had surveyed: the neighbour's
"Name", "V/orking unit", "Love and social contact", "Help
each other" and "Visit each other".
(1) Neighbours relationship of "same floor": the inhabi-
tants, can know most neighbour's "name" and "working unit",
only respectively 15 percent and 20 percent in the high
rise, but both i|.l percent in the milte storey (add over
one time). Among the neighbours can often "help each Qther"
(look after children, take care of patients, buy things
and receive posts for the neighbours, borrow and len'd
something each other, and so on) and "visit each other",
respectively 8 percent and 1 percent in the high rise,
however, respectively 19 percent and 5 percent in the milte'
storey (add over one time, too). For "lore and social
contact" of the neighbours, both of -two kinds of houses
know little, but the milte storey also know more than
another (Tab. 1). '
Ta bl e 1 . The level of understanding and contact among
the neighbours in the same floor of the high rise houses
in contrast with the milte storey.
-- 13 ~
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Item The level of
understanding and
contact
High rise Milte
storey
(1) Name 1. know most
2. k;!0w some
3. don't know most
15^
1^0%
19%
(2) Working
unit
1. know most
2. know some
,
3. don't l?now most
36,i
hl%
19;-
(3) Love .nnd
Social
contact
1. know most
2. know some
3. don't^ know most
1%. 3%
\'5%
&k% -
(/<) Help each
other
1. often
2. less
3. no
8:^ \9%
27%
5k% •
(5) Visit
each
other
1. often
2. less
3. no 77%
5^
3^%
(2) Neighbours relationship of "same unit": due to
extend the range of neighbours, of course, the level of
understanding and contact among the neighbours in the same
unit is not as good as in the same floor- But no matter
which of items, the milte storey are all better than the
high rise (Tab. 2)
.
Table2. The level of understanding and contact among the
neighbours in the same unit of the high rise houses in
contrast with the milte storey.
-- 14 --
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Item The level of
understanding and
contact
High rise Milte
storey
(1) Name 1.
2.
5.
know iiiost
knov; some
don ' t know most
3ir^
33:^
(2) Workine
unit
1.
2.
3.
know most
knov; some
don ' t know most
1%
25%
68:^ '
33^
1>G%
(3) Love and
Social
contact
1.
2.
5.
know mofet
know some
don't know most
i:^
\%
98;^
.Iw
32%
U) Help
each
other
1.
2".
3.
often
less
no 33%
6%
225^
72%
(5) Visit
each
• other
1.
.2.
often
less
no
q:
5%
33%
1%
31%
63ri
(3) Neighbours relationship of "same building": due to
extend the range further, as a result most neighbours have
not been, recognized. Nevertheless, the proportion of it
in the high rise ( account for 77 percent ) are more than
the milte storey (account for 63 percent) (Tab. 3)«
Table 3 . The level of recognition among the neighbours in
the same building of the high rise houses in contrast
with the milte storey.
— 15 —
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The level of recognition Hilte storey
1. know most
2. know some
3. don't know most
31^
63p
Therefore, we can make out, no natter the corauarison
in v;hich range (same floor, same unit or sarae building),
neighbours relationship of the high rise houses are not
as good as the mitle storey.
2. The level of understanding and contacfamong the
neighbours in the milte storey houses is not as good as_the
compound 'with houses around a courtyard.
The items of comparison of neij^hbours relatiooship in
the mitle storey houses and the compound wi.th houses around
a courtyard are still five items as above-mentioned. Because
the conditions between the compound with houses around a
courtyard and the milte storey houses are different, the
ranges of the ccomparison are different too. We had con-
sidered to choose two ranges to compare.
(1) The comparison of neighbours relationship between
"the same floor" of the milte storey houses and "the same
courtyard" of the compound with houses around a courtyard.
Having known most of neighbour's "name" and "working
unit" eacli other and both i^l percent in the milte storey
houses, but they are respectively 68 percent and i+8 percent
in the compound witli houses around a courtyard.
— 16 —
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' Annns the people who "often help" and "often visit"
each other are respectively 19 percent and 5 percent in
the riilte storey houses," hoviever, respectively 52 percent
ar.d 31 percent in the compound v;i.th houses around a
courtyard.
The people know most of neighbour's "love and social
contact" are only 3 percent in the milte storey, yet 15
percent in the houses around a courtyard (Tab. 4).
Table L\. The level of understanding and contact awong the
neighbours in the same floor of the milte storey in contrast
with the same courtyard of the compound with houses around
a courtyard.
I tern The level of
understand and
contact
Milte storey
(Same floor)
houses around
a yard
(same yard)
(1) Maine 1.
2.
3.
know most
know some
don ' t know most
itl:^
t
68:i
27%
5%
(2) >.Vorkin-
unit
1.
2.
3.
know most
know some
don't know most
1^0%
19-X>
it8%
37%
15%
(3)Love
and
Social
contact
1.
2.
3.
know most
know some
don 't know most
3% .15%
.
- hy.i
• i+2%
(it) Help
each
other
1.
2.
3.
often
less
no
13%
27%
3k%
52%
31%
17%
(5)Visit
each
other
1.
2.
3-
often
less
no
3%
35%
60%
31%
it3%
26f^
— 17 —
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(2) Tlie comparison of neighbours relationship between
"snme building" of the milte storey and "same lane" of the
area of a corapou«d witli houses around a 'courtyard.
In the same building of the milte storey, among the
neiglibours who "knov/ most" and "knov/ some" are total 57
percent. But in the same lane of the area of the houses
around a yard are total 61 percent (Tab. 5).
Table 5. The level of recognition among the neighbours in
the same building of the milte storey in contrast with the
same lane of the area of the houses around a, yard.
The level of
recognition
Milte storey
(same building)
The area of the houses
around a yard
^
same lane
(average)
long lane short lane
1
.
know most
2. Itnow some
3. don't know
most
29%
39:i ^9%
50^
29%
21%
The results of the comparison show tlie level of
un.Ierstanding and contact among the neighbours in the
compound with houses around a courtyard is better than
those who live in the milte storey houses, of course, more
better than the high ri^e houses.
J). The level of understanding and contact among the
neighbours in the mixed living houses (a building or a
unit) is not as good as in the same working unit's houses.
— 18 —
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The habitants live in the mixed living houses, whose
v;orking units are different and formerly do not knov; each
other ge!;erally. They didn''t contact until they have moved
into the same houses. Because the objective conditions of
neighbours contact are worse in the milte storey or high
rise houses, understanding and contact among the neighbours
are very slov; and superficial. The habitants in tne same
working unit's houses, however, most of them work in the
same unit, so that they generally know each other previously.
After they have become the neighbours, they can know and
understanding better each. other. Therefore, understanding
and contact among the neiglibours in the same working
unit's houses are more than in the mixed livin^^ houses
(Tab. 6). •
Table 6 . The level of understanding and contact airiong the
neighbours in the sar.e floor of the same working unit's
houses in contrast with the mixed living houses.
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I ten The level of
anderstanding and
contact
sa le working
unit
mixed
living
(DName 1. knov; most
.
2. know some
3- don't know most
25>^
17i^
(2)V.'orkine
unit
1. k:;ov; most
2. know some
5. don ' t know most 7%
16;^
(3)Love and
":
. .Social
contact
1. knov; most
2. know some
3. don't Itiiow aost
2;'^
ii;:
Q7%
1%
93%
'(ii)Help
eac h
other
1. often
2. less
3-. no 3S%
11%
I3;?i
?i% '
(5)ViEit
each
other
1 ,• of ten
2. less
3. no
3635 23%'
lk% .
•
if. Summary
(1) Creating a favourable environment for neighbours
contact, architects and planners have to consider the two
respects of housing design and neighbourhood unit planning.
The survey show that households are inly in the range of
several to ten odd, so long as the project is Resigned
v/ell , the neighbours can know, familiarity, contact and
help each other. In the range of tens households, mainly
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the^ could knov; each other. If the ranee is too large, the
households are too many (such as over one hundred to hundreds
households), the effects of neighbours contact are worse.
(2) The survery show that the present plans of layout of
some apartment houses (v/hetlier milte storey or high rise) are
unfavour-ible for neiijhbours contact. Arnong the neighbours in
most of apartment houses, they understand superficially,
contact less and relationship insipid. The'-phenonLanons in
hi£h rise houses are more serious than railte storey. The
neighbours relationships in the traditional houses, or a
compound with houses around a courtyard are closer.
(3) While the dv/elling houses in nev; residential areas
are allotted, it will be better that the staff and workers
in the same working unit reside in the same building (or unit)
Ts far as possible. The allotment of the rebuilding old
houses should generally consider the neighbours relationship
have formed in long-term. Don't upset the former neighbours
relationship as far as possible.
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PSYCHOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY MD
SOCIAL-COUMUHICATION IN SHANGHAI HOUSING
".. Pu Xlnqi
Tongji University
According to our sample investigation of new houses in Shanghai
since 1980, this article puts forv/ord some views on the itnprove-
oieat and developments of the psychology, physiology and social-
coiiuuunication conditions in Shanghai houses of 2000, As summarized
below.
First, in the aspect of educational accomplishment, the spare-
tirae study has become an important part of the daily activities
for many residents.
Secondly, in the aspect of privacy and security sence,rao3t of
the Shanghai residents are satisfied with the architectural
design and public security facilities of the new houses.
Thirdly, about the control of noise. Because it is impossible
to have a big increase in floor space in the near future, we
should study how to improve the quality of housing functions.
Then about daylighting and sunshine. Shanghai residents are
satisfied v;ith the cases nov/ according to our investigation.
In heating and cooling aspect, most of the Shanghai residents
are satisfied v;ith the ventilation of the new houses since
1980, but they think that the thermal insulation and heating
facilities in winter should be improved.
In the aspect of kitchen air-pollution, the steam and smoke
in kitchen are harmful to one's health. The residents strongly
object to the new houses which haven't any eliminator or other
exhauster, and they hope that the installation of such facilities
must be considered in residential planning from now on.
In the aspect of contact between family numbers, we thinlc that
a house should be rationally divided into several living spaces.
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This help contribute self-respect and self-realization to each
family member and contribute to sentiment harmony and inter-
compeusation between the family members, so that the atmosphere
of a family becomes harmonious and warm.
Finally, in the aspect of association between neighbours and
social communication, the units of new houses in Shanghai are
sigle family units. There is no consideration for common spaces
in housing design and residential planning. -' ..
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.UTALYSIS OF ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF NEW RESIDEl^TIAL
DISTRICTS IN BEIJING AND SHANGHAI
by Hu Qingqlji^
Xue Ruiqi
Shen Baochen
_
Torvgji University
Baaed on investigations on new residential districts in
Beijing and Shanghai with respect to assessment of economic
effects, this paper holds that systematic means of assesment
should be adopted, to the evaluation of residential districts,
i.e. economical, . social and environmental effects should be
checked by quantitative indexes instead of traditional means
through experience.
1. Comparable indexes for assessment should firstly be ascer-
tained, This paper suggests that the economic effects of the
residential districts should be assessed v/ith the total costs,
and "the average annual total expenditure for each suite"
should be considered as the index for assessment of economical
effects.
2. The constituents of the proposed index is studied with
respect to the hinging factors. Then, a mathematical models
is built based on the analysis on several typical types of
dispositions.
3. Through comprehensive analysis on calculations and optimum
with programs. This paper reaches the conclusion that multi-
storeyed rather than high-rise housing is more economical
under present conditions, and multi- storeyed housing is more
suitable to the China's actual situation today.
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SHAHGHAI
:
MORE KPPORTS ON URBAN DESIGN IN THE COMING DECADES HOUSING
by Huang Fu-Xiang
Shanghai Design Institute
of City Planning.
1. Historical Background
Six types oi the past housing development feature and distribution,
assets and liabilities of them.
2. Challenge from recent decades' trends of housing development.
Large scaled development; featurelessness and monotony.
Nodes: Lack sense of place
Higli rise and high density: overcontestion
Outward expansion: traffic problems
3. More efforts on urban design in coming decades! housing of
Shanghai '
(1) Size and amount of housing projects in coming decades' deve-
lopment.
(2) Developing new residential areas with new features, ie. with
more or better habitable enviroment.
activity centern of local characteristics
open space and outdoor facilities
accessibility
variety anJ identity
(3) Paying more at tention to redevelopment projects-in order to
relate housing projects with infrastructure improvement; housing
upgrading, rehabilitation and renovation; enviromental improve-
ments and architectual preservation and conservation.
A . Improving our plan reviev/ and architectural control and our
project review process.
Speeding up of our own planning legislation as the first
priority among all urgent affairs. We need better regulation for
better land use. meanwhile , urban design idea shall be intergrated
in our planning code and regulation.
For important projects, design conpetition will be promoted
in order to enhance the cities enviromental and visual quality.
~ 25 ~
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V.'AThk /u^D RESIDEKTIAC ENVI R0Ni4iiN
T
by Kong Shao Kai
Tongji University
Water is one of the basic elements for sustaining life. Chinese
love v;atc-r deeply. Bordering on, or embracing a water body, such
as a stream, a river, a lake, a pond, a spring or a well, is one of
tVie important bases for selecting the site of residentiac environ-
ments, villages, cities, temples, palaces, villas, in ancient China.
In these residential environments, water body, bordering on cros-
sing through or in them, \iere often taken as a way conveying per-
sonnel goods and materials. They and the room round them were also
used to be a site for business entertaintment and comminty activities.
Sometimes, the consideration on draining could modify the environ-
ment appearence. On this covrse were springed a "'ariousness of facina-
ting space. forms of architetvre and surrounding.
The unstablity of waterscape imformation is a pov/erful element to
induce men's imagining .action. As civilization developed, residen-
tial environments have been bestowed a landscape characteristics
beyond r-csidential function. Water belame a basic landslape element
of them.
In the planning and design of residential environment of modern China,
water still is one of important conceiving elements in site selection,
space formation and landslape design, A ingenious conception on water
and it:- related element will be a part of the endeavor to creat a well
organized and scvlptured residential environment of modern China.
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RESEARCH ON HOUSING PATTERN IN SHANGHAI .
By Lai Zhenxiang
Tongj
j
University
i 1 ) Housing pauern ' '
in housing design, housing pattern shows the main characteristics
of site plan, layout of house plan, combinations of different room
units, selection of structure system and so on. It varies with the
change of economy, uiodern technology, and human behavior.
(2) The current housing pattern in Shanghai
Today, the residential buildings in Shanghai are mainly
characterised with sntali and economical family units in which kitchen
and toilet no longer has to be shared by several families but
specially used by one family. Host family types are: (a) 1 small
bedroom + I big bed room; (b) 2 big bed rooms; (c) 2 big bed rooms +
1 living room. Furniture coverage is about 455(; and most families lack
of shortage space. The sizes of existing kitchens and toilets appear
to be too small as more and more electric equipment are coming into
people's daily life, in addition, small structure system and non-
lighi-wcight walls cause the low efficient use of building area and
the inflexibility of future evaluation.
(3) Investigation on the changing factors of housing pattern in
Shanghai
Housing pattern is largely in conjunction with the requirements
to the quality of residential envirement
,
the increasing shortage of
urban land, higher standard of residential houses and spaces for human
communicat ion.
(4) A prediction and proposal to the housing pattern from now to 2000
in Shanghai
Based on the analysis on the above factors of housing pattern,
Larger living rooms and more but relatively smaller bed rooms are
predicated to appear in family units. Kitchen and toilet will be
enlarged while bed rooms will become smaller to keep the whole family
unit of the same area. Larger structure systems tend to be used to get
more space and meet various needs from d-ifferent people, many heavy
walls made of brick will be replaced by new and light materials such
as products of some industrial wastes. A verity of residential houses
will be built to meet the needs from retired people, young couples and
so on. More public spaces like bike parking and public storage rooms
will also be needed to make better and more efficient use of building
area and provide residence more communication opportunities.
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Conservation Project for the "Double Dragon Alley"
Neiifhbor hood in City Kai-fen?
Li De-yao Wang Li-bua
( Tsinghua University, Beij ing, China )
Double Dragon Alley is located at the center of the city Kai-feng,
one of Lhe six historical ancient capitals in China.
On tlie wall by the end of the alley, there is a short explainat ion,
it says: "This alley is where the Dynasty Song's first emperor Zhao
kuangyin and his younger brother used to- live. In the past, Qeojjle call
the emperor the son of the Heavenly Emperor and a true dragon, hence the
alley was named Double Dragon alley, refer to the emperor and his younger
brother". At one of the corners of the alley,, there is a sculpture of the
licad of a dragon— a well known symbol in this area.
Last inarch, Kai.-feng city plarning Institute asked the authors to
design for the area. At first an investigation on the city range as well
as the very area has been done. City Kai-feng has a history of over
2700 years and hao bten the capital city for seven dynasties. Between
960 A.D. and 1127 A.D., it was the capital city of Song Dynasty. When it
experienced its top time, the population reached one and half million.
Despite natural disaster and distroy of war, many well-known historical
sites have been preserved during the past 2000 years. Now the city covers
an area of 359 square kilometers with a population of 0.566 million. The
inner city covers an area of 13.5 square kilometers with a population of
0.22 million. It is where the most important historical cultural sites
and the rich conunercial activities can be found.
Kai-feng is located at the geographic center of China, in the past,
the convenient access from both the land and the water made it the me-
tropolis of the far east, and one of the world's cultural and commercial
centers. It was the first city in China ever adopted the city planning
pattern which allowed the commercial and the resi^dential area mix
togather.
in Song Dynasty, because of the rapid growing comroercial activities,
the shops and work shops grew out from the residential areas, commerce
in filtrated into people's daily life. As we can still feel to-day in
the inner ricv, commercial activities are now the core of life of many people.
— 28 —
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'l'liroui;li gL'iit.' rjt ions , many famous scholars, poccs, paincers, have left
pooiiis , inscriptions, calligraphy and paintings inspired by their visit of
K.I i-leng.
Doublij Dragon Alley neighborhood is one of the famous neighborhoods in
Kai-feng. This tvisidential area covers one of five hectares within which
inliabited A04 families, or, over 1400 persons. The housing form is exclusively
courtyard house, stretching along seven natural alleys. At the center of the
area, tliere are six courtyards that are kept in relatively good condition.
These courtyards are classified as special preserving ones, whereas the rest
in the area should be rebuilt or restored.
The preservation and renewal for the historical residential area in now one
of tlie most urgent issues in our country, and is in its exper-ment state. In
the past, courtyard house has been the major housing form for centuries in China.
e:>pecially in big cities and the capital cicieg. These houses formed the
framework of the urban fabric for those cities. However, now these courtyard
have CO contain several families, many small additional sheds extended from the
original houses. The outdoor living space has become more and, more crowded.
Ventilation and lighting become worse and family territory confused. There is
very little privacy. Most of the elaborate decoration was destroyed:" and the
elegant gate converted into a room for living. In one word the physical living
standard of the courcgard needs to be improved.
In our design we try to perserve the residents' traditional life, and habit
diere fore we wish the reconstruction could be done courtyard by courtyard.
New courtyards are arranged on the base of the original figures. Existing
alleys are also perserved. The life of the common people Is bond Co commercial
activities and to such an extend that the name of seven alleys came from
commercial events or market places. Some alleys describes the most significant
building chat once existed in the alley, or some other architectural symbols.
Some cypes of low rise, including one Co three scorys blgh, Is needed to replace
the old ones, and be organized into the existing alleys . Courtyard house has
its own advantages in forming a desirable communal life, and we preserve these
characteristics, in the meantime improve its physical living standard.
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THE INFLUENCE OP TAOISM UPON THE ARCHITECTURAL
CONTEXT OP TRADITIONAL CHINESE DWELLINGS
1Lin Mao
Siiziiou Urban Construction
and Environment Protec-
. tion Institute
Any kind of school in architectural designs would be all
the summaries and evolutions based on the elder's experience
_
How to inherit and develop the legacys of traditional archi-
tecture is often a cruxes in architectural creations and
also an important factor effecting architectural function
of spirt or environmental quality. In recent years, the pop>i-
lar school in western architecture which have been so-called
contextua-lism, post-modernism, and etc, have adopted a
critical approach to internationalized simplicity and purity
of modern architecture. A new trend of thought in archi-
tecture design has try it's best to absorb essence from tra-
ditions for replenishing contemporary modern architecture,
and for promoting it's development. Obviously, to absorb the
nutrition directly from the functions and forms of traditional
architecture can get much benefite, and many architects have
achieved enjoyable successes on this aspect. However, be-
cause of the difference amony the traditional architectural
forms which include so much contents involving many factors
such as environment, culture, traditions, ethics and mora-
lity, etc, which effect each other, therefore, to study the
philosophic ideology and thinking methad that infiliuence tho
context of traditional architecture on another aspects will
also be efficient, even probably more thoroughly. "/
•
The Chinese traditional dwellings "are the valuable herit-
age in treasure-house of the would 's architectural art.
Tho\isands of years of Chinese civilization history has ac-
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cumulated rich experience of architecture design, which can
extent ivGly be seen in local dv/ellings. The Chinese resident
consciousness » spacial concepts and folk traditions have
close relations to their culture, philosophy and character-
istics of psychology. On the ideology and culture, owing to
the influence of Taoism, the context of traditional dwellings
and it's spacial art give out extraordinary light of natura-
lism and dialectic ideology. Moreover, in the applications to
concrete ways and means of design, the traditional skill of
divining has inherited and developed the Taoism, and formed
a complete set of practising geomancy. In spite of those
means being permeated with some colurs of mysticism, the
reason that the skill has long-lasted and developed in the
history, prove that the Taoism has strong vitality as an im-
potant spring of architectural culture of traditional dwell-
The existence and development of any objects include two
aspects in contradictional movements. On the histoical back-
ground of science being in the period of germination,
the faciT that an philosophic ideology could be accepted and
aoplied over a long period of time must breed with the unity
and opposite between the "quality of silence" and "mystique"
Today, while we study the philosophic ideology of Taoism m
architectural context of traditional dwellings, v^e must re-
veal it's scientific essence through the appearance of '.'mys-
ticism".
With these purposes, by means of dialectics, dessecting
and analysing the positive and negative of traditional dwell-
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ings , this paper have theortically studied the Taoism's
"naturaJly and inactivilly" ideology of "humanism" in
.traditional resident consciousness and dialectic ideology
of "being both opposite and complementary to each other"
in spacial concept, further more reveal the recent decades
systematic train of thought and strategic thinking which
have been involoved in traditional practising geomaney
with the method of design. To clarify traditional dv/ell-
ings including plain quality of science and art, when it
applied the principle of mutual promotion and restraint
between the five elements, this paper gives several ex-
amples of dwellings' patterns of geomantic kind, and do
some reasonable analysis in functions of use and effects
of art in the end.
The end
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Tlii; liJi-'i.UEWGK Ur' TA0I3M UPON THE AUCJlliTKCTLIkAL
JUifrKXT OF TRADITIONAL CHINESE D.VEI.lLNGl;
Contents
1. racism is the Impotant Source of Chinese Traditional
Dwellings' culture
2. The "Tao" in Traditional Dwellings
(1) The "Humanism" of the Risident Concepts
a. The Symbols of Worshiping Heaven
b. The Creators of Nature
c. Weakness and Non-striving
(2, The Dialectic Means of Spacial Organization
a. The Spacial Corapatiblity and Intergrowth
b. The Spacial Gradulness and Cycles
3. The "Skills" of Divining in Designs of the Traditionnl
li'ositive Dwe] lings
(1) The Plain Systematic Ideology
(2) the Three Essential Factors and Practising Ge-
omancy
(3) The Patterns of the P6i:itive Dwellings
a. The Intergrowth in Directions
b. The Intergrowth in Orders
A. Concluding Remarks
Reference Materials
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THE CIULRACTERISTICarVIROOTJiiira AlTD PRESERVATION
OP THE SI.LALL WATER TOV.aiS HI SOUTHEAST CHDfA
by Kuan Yiaan
Tongji Uni.
The Writer 'c Country of Southern China is located in the downatream
of and south to the Youngtz River. Due to its unique natural en-
vironment, combined with artificial constructions, the small tovns
in this re^rion have beautiful scene and pleasant living style of
their own. It is the great number of small rivers in the region
that ciiaracto-ize this unique feature. The small to\/ns are natural-
ly arranged according to the distribution of rivers, with many streets
and buildings bordering on them. The bridges, small river ports and
tea houses are the most representative, recognizable and meaningful
things, which can be considered as the distinct elements, of the small
towns. There are numerous old bridges, and they have comprehensive
functions and as v/ell as the value of appreciation. The small river-
ports are places for people to live and work and for. transportation.
They also form a .network in which people's mutual life lies. The tea
>i0uses play a very important role in cormnunication, trade, relaxation
and entertainment, which are becoming prosperous again in recent years.
There three distinct eleiaents should be preserved and further developed
in the reconstruction of these small towns.
The small towns in the Water's Country have t}ieir long history and
traditions, vfhich have formed their unique culture. V.'ith their unique
traditions and customs, the small towns still have an ancient, simple
and intimate style of life. This is the result of the layout of the
buildings and the town environment. V/ith the development of the so-
ciety and transportation means, the small tovma are changing. It is,
hoi;ever, our duty to adapt them to the new development while keeping
their original characteristics and heritages so that they can be in-
herited and further developed.
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THE STPiUCTimE OP EMOTION JH DWELLINGS
OP THE SOUTHEAST CHIIIA
Shen Puxu
Tongji University
1. There is emotion tetv/een people and dwellings. The emotion
usually comes from people 's .life. The emotion between people
and dv/elling is reflected over through architectural forms.
One's feeling to his native place (Alma Mater) is an example
of this.
This form of architectural emotion could be studied through
symbolic method, so that the emotional form of arcnicecture
could be of universal significance.
2. Analysis of the dwelling form in the Southeast China:
The structure of Chinese ancient culture can be analysed with
a coordinates of three axes vertically each other. They are
palace, scholar,. and folk.
The seat of the coordinates of 3outhea3t-Chinp.-dvjelling is
between axes of scholar and folk, and is far from palace axis.
3. Symbols in architecture and environment:
(1) The combination of the building with water can produce
emotion most effectively. On the other hand, people always
treat wooden buildings with deep feelings. Therefore, the forms
of dwelling in water towns in the Southeast China are full of
emotions.
(2) The openess of these dwellings evokes huminity. Sometimes
buildings opened v/idely to the streets, or sometimes building's
back gates are along the bank of a river. Both are the ex{)re3sion
of emotion.
(3) The personal scale is also one of causes which produce
humanity.
(4) There are usually yards or gardens in dwelling. These help
to harmonise the relationship between people and buildings and
nature.
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(5) iJetnils in the dv/elling are all objects bein^ emotions,
e. c. eaves, flights of steps, revandas, balconies, railings,
and lattice windows, etc.
4. i.lony lorms of art, like poera and "ic" poetry, music, gar-
denings, etc , influence emotion of the dwellings.
(1) ioeai ^nu. "ci" poetry:
In ancient China, especially Tang and Song dynasties, poem
and "Ci"! poetry depicted the dwellings. As these depicting,
the dwellings had exerted more human interests.
(2) Traditional Chinese music, such as "Spilng on the Moonlit
River", represent the beauty of dwelling.
(3) Chinese classical gardens represent the dv/ellings, and
through the gardens expression, these dv;ellings are distilled
objects of aesthetics.
5. Emotional language is one of characteristics of the dv/ell-
ings in the Southeast China, This Language is the most commen-
dable language in architeture.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF CHINA'S URBAN RESIDING PATTERN
( Outline for the preaentatlon on the
Conference from 26 June to 1 July,
"Planning for Human Settlement: China
«
and the United States", sponsored by
Tongji University of Shanghai and
Illinois University of the United
States)
Sun Huaaheng
Senior Architect/Planner of China Academy
of Urban Planning & Design (CAUPD)
Througji scanning the historical evolution, several cha-
racteristics of China's urban residing pattern have been ana-
lyzed in four facets, they are: 1, residing pattern, 2, family
pattern and ethics concept, 3, residential life, 4, the role
of dwellings.
1, Residing Pattern
Evidences both from historic remains and convincible
documents show that, from remote antiquity to the present,
China's urban residing pattern has long been a kind of gre-
garious settlement.
a, 6000-year-old Banpx) Villege has depicted the gregarious
manner with its excavated ruin. It is an ancient reality
of how the Chinese ancestors lived and the layout of
grouped settlement is quitetypical of a primitive
community.
b. During the period of China's slave community, beginning
from Xia Dynasty ( 21th Century B.C. and continueing to
the period of Spring-Autumn and Warring States (476 B.C.),
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the system of private ownership emerged, and it caused
the distinctive contrast between slaveholders' splendid
palaces and slaves' grouped-together crxide shelters.
Beginning from Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 23), the
feudalistic concept, which laid emphasis on the order
and degree in living standard, had its initial embodi-
ment in the features of residing pattern. The etiquette
regulations and the discipline of raxiks strictly forbade
a person to exceed his own status. The former street
block, called "Li", was engendered aijd the inhabitans
had to live concentratedly within the '^Li's. Living-
in-"Li" system continued until Song Dynasty and then
evolved into a lane and terrace shops network which
developed afterwards into the "Hutong" structure.
The majority of the urban poor lived in shan*/ areas
in dire poverty during the days of semi-feudal and
semi-colonial period, while some intermediate classes
in the modem lanes. That was also a kind of gregarious
settlement. It was only the very rich families which
could afford to live in large residence with large
private gardens that could be said to have broken away
from the gregarious pattern.
Since the founding of New China, the urban residing
pattern started evolving toward a kind of nei^bourhood
community with up-to-date features following the pace
of national industrialization and urbanization.
2, Family Pattern and Ethics Concept
a. Families in China can be classified into five categories;
(a) directly-related family, (b) nuclear family, (c)
compound family, (d) single person family and (e) others.
b. Under the boundage of China's feudal ethical code, the
majority of the family pattern in ancient times was
directly-related families. Nuclear family grew rapidly
after the founding of New China. The increase of em-
ployment and income, the alteration of social ideas,
the requirement of mobility of the employee due to large
scale production in society, the outward life style
with tremendous amount of outdoor trips, all of these
caused the rapid increase of the nuclear family. That
most of the nuclear families are still keeping close
connection with their seniors in original families is
a tradition of Chinese ethics and morality.
3, Residential Life
I, The following framework can illustrate the interrela-
tionship between the life style and its affected factors.
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b. The predominant features of life style in socialistic
China is the initiative of the inhabitants, if com-
pared with the ancient slave community and feudal
period, and collectiveness, if compared with the
capitalist society. One instance is the Neighbour-
hood Committee and its role of organizing the re-
sidents' activities. People have long ago extri-
cated themselves from the ties of patriarchal clan
system and blood relationship, also the feudal
appendage of human body.
c. Life style is embodied in the innumerable activities
which the residents perform. The residential acti-
vities occupy the majority of one's hours in a
whole day . The activities are affected by such
factors as geographical environment, historical
tradition, living habits, social ideas, political
system and econoraic situation of China.
(a) According to the study of residents' various
life-cycle stages and their working situations,
they can be classified into five categories:
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retired elders, adults on the Job, youngsters
waiting for permanent Jobs, primary and mi-
ddle school pupils and pre-school children.
They have their resprctive rules in activities.
(b) Investigation in about 15 cities in 1982 re-
veals that repetition and time-consuming out-
door activities are gradually becoming nwre
than that of indoor activities.
(c) Ab almost all young couples are employed, they
do need adquate social service facilities for
their livelihood.
d. The followini', list shows certain indices con-
cerning the residential activities and life
style with a brief comparison between China
and the United States ( omitted here ),
k, The Role of Dwellings
During the feudal period of China, the scale of
social production was very small and confined within
individual families or households as a result of the
self-sufficient economy. That is why the role of a
great number of dwellings had to satisfy both the
productive ana residing purposes. Along with the pace
of social development, this kind of nature for pro-
ductionwas gradually reduced and tlie substitution was
the dwelling with habitable functions alone.
a, Such dwellings can no longer meet the needs of
residential life, especially wlien the trend is a
change from simple habitable functions toward multi-
functions.
b, The existing situation in China's urban area is
the overcrowded population, land shortage and high
density.. In addition, dewllings are allocated to
the residents practically free of charge under the
welfare policy, and the income or consumption level
of the residents is still very low, so the size of
units should certainly be small. However, a lot
of interference between family members occur day
by day with the small unit.
c, The role of dwellings in the urban area is increa-
singly displaying its indespensible nature both in
providing the inhabitants' secure livelihood on the
grass-root level and in keeping a stable and united
social order.
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THK IIEIGHBORJIOOD IN OLD CITY OP SHANGHAI;
SPACE POMl AND LIFE STYLE
Tang Zilai
Tongji University
The neii^hborhood in old city of Shanghai, as the typical and
reproGentative residential pattern and v/ith more than one-
hundred-year-old history, is an outcome under the social, ;
economic and cultural backgrounds, during the semicolonial
and seiiii-i'eudal period in China.
•V.'ith the variation of these backgrounds, a great change has
taken place at the neighborhood. There are some' physical and
social problems betv;een old space form and new life style, of
which the residential pattern is composed. However, the neigh-
borhood in old city of Slianghai is the one which has been fami-
liar to and recieved by most of the residents. Now, many Chinese
and foreign exports are very interested in it.
In this article, the process of the neighborhood development has
been reviewed. According to a large number of the materials, the
paper makes a discusion about both positive and negative rela-
tions between the space form and the life style at the neigh-
borhood. At the end, some views and suggestions on the neigh-
hood problems are brought forward by the anther.
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URBAN PHYSIOAL ElfVIRONMENT
AND CULTURAL CONNOTATION
Xiang Bingren
Tongji University
Urban environment is also a semiotioal system which has a
visible built form and invisible connotation. There may be
some coding regulation in it. Social culture is the basis
of the code by which people are able to understand the inner
meaning from the exterior form.
But these existent signs and symbols, the coding regulation
are only the crystalization of the past. We must not only
use the old code in today's urban construction. Otherwise
the progression of history can not be expressed. Architects
must not be satisfied with imitating old signs and symbols.
On the contrary, they must create new coding by way of 'se-
mantic fission' . It means that we must not only know very
well those conventional signs and symbols but also make them
change and evolve. In that case the new connection between
exterior form and inner meaning will be built. The continuity
of history is nothing but the renewal of conventional connec-
tions.
The first part of the article illustrates some peculiar
features in traditional Chinese towns, which may be continued
in new built environmexit . Through an analysis the second part
shows what we are doing now to express the traditional conno-
tation v^ith new urban physical environment.
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LIVING SPATICAIi EITVIRONMENT AITD URBAN LIFE STYLE
by Yu Min fei
Tongji Uni-.
Shanghai ia a focal point for the cultural and economic exchange
with foreign countries. The development of Shanghai in the last
one and two hundred years has resulted in the manifold architec-
tural styles, tVie urban life style as well as its own peculiar
social customs.
As to living Spatial environment, it has unique local colour too,
such as lanes in different width, courtyards, wooden front door
with stone door frame, overhard building prooection spanning a
lane, garrets over hitchens and dormers etc.
The atithor, intends to analyze the characteristics of the tradi-
tional living spatical enviroment, and the relations between the
its formation and other factors such as social morphological
aspects, the development of the economy, and the social contact
among the residents. Emphasis is laid on the renovation of the
old city v/hile retaining its style and features.
The paper explores the characteristics of the urban life style
in the past fi-om historical remains, and studies the features
of the present living situation in sample districts, and corcludes
v;ith proposals for the relationship between living spatial envi-
ronment and the urban life style in the future so that the urban
context of the old city may be preserved.
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A .MORPHOLOGICAL AlID SYMBOLIC STUDY ON A SliALL WATER TOV/N
Yu Weiguo, Lu Chenghai
Wu Jiang, Zhi Wenjiin
V/ei Pel, Sheng Chong
Tongji University
Zhou Zhuan la one of the small towns in southeast China, it is
lied in the south of Kuen Shan county, Jiang Shu province , lOOkm
away from Shanghai. It is the 'place where is faced by three
counties across the rivers, they are to the north by Kuen Shan
county, to the southeast by Qin Pu county and to the southwest
by Wu Jiang county,,
Zhou Zhuan is about 900 years old(l086-1987) ,in the Song Dynasty,
a rich and pious adherent of Buddism laid down his house for a
temple. For the aake of memorizing him,- the people there built
the Quan Fu Temple (now destroyed). From then on, many bureaucrats
and rich merchants purchased land and built their well-designed
risidences. Hundred of years passed, Zhou Zhuan was becoming an
important and beautiful water town. After the last years of the
Qin Dynasty, as the reason of development of highway communication
and railway transportation, it made Zhou Zhuan become a backward
area. But "A loss may turn out to be a gain, "today when architects
and many other experts found it again, it is a well-preserved,
invaluable , full traditional but less developed water tovm,
V/e will apply the morphology to the analysis the shape, structure,
size and relationships of the ancient building there, the connection
of water and buildings, and delightful water space. As the view of
symbology.we will elaborate the special architectural symbol and
syntax in Zhou Zhu£ui,not only clarifying meaning of symbol in
social life but also propagating logic- meaning of symbol. They
will include three aspects.firat, the study of relationship and
pattern of symbol itself ;second, the study of symbolic represata-
tion; third, the study of relationship between human and iconography.
The most important standpoint of the article is that architects
should realize and comprehend the effect of code, with the help of
public opinion of code, people can interchage from each other,
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At luGt,v;o \/ill Iciy due stress on the importance of old town
renovation, unviromental reservation and urgency of cultural
inheritation,we will expound and introduce how to concern with
traditional conditions to develop touris trade and so on.
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COMPUTER AIDED RESIDENCE DESIGN SYSTEM (CARD)
Applicalloii of Expert System in Archileclure
{Abslracl of Tfiesis)
Zfian FenQ
College of Arcfiitecture and Urban Planning
Tongji Universlly
July 1986
V/hal Is The CARD System
Tfie npplicallons of computers In archlteclure can be classified into two categories: using the
compulor as a drafting system; and, using Itie computer as a design medium. The CARD sys-
tem research can be placed into tlie second category. Based on a new theory called Know-
ledge Engineering, an Expert System is established with v/hich the computer, by manipulalmg
huiiian (<nowlodge, can automatically solve some specified problems in residence design.
Why the Use of Knowledge Engineering
Most of the sollware made to let the computer step into design are built on two parts; a
mathematical matrix; and the calculation of the matrix. For this reason, their abilities are
llniilcd to solve piol'lems that can only be described with a numerical system. Architecture is
lar more concerned v/ilh ideas, judgements, and experiences than calculations. The limits of
(lie traditional computing hinders tlie further applications of the computer In architectural de-
sign.
Knc viedge Engineering Is subPeld of ArtiHcial Intelligence. It is concerned with the acquisi-
tion, rcpiescnlation, and manipulation of human knowledge in computable forms. With the
l<nov,'lcdge encoded as logical inference. Knowledge Engineering uses knowledge as sym-
bolic lather than numeric compulation. The Expert System is a class of knowledge-based
coni()uler systeins which emulate the behavior of human expert. It generally includes a fun-
damental stiuciure to represent knowledge by symbolic inference and a group of well estab-
lished principles. This principles determine which item of knowledge will be necessary for the
current problem to be solved.
How To Use Knowledge Engineering To Establish An Architectural Expert
SysleiTi (CARD)
The CARD system is a special Expert System for residential design. It is the combination of
Knowledge Engineering and architectural knowledge. It consists of: (1) a knowledge base (or
a knov/ledge source) of domain fads associated with the problem solving; (2) a inference
procedure (or a control structure) for utilizing the knowledge base in the solution of the prob-
lem; (3) a data base, (the input data for residential design).
The Knov/ledge Dase
The CARD system is based on the Standardized and Industrialized Residence Design System
of China. According to the system, lor the sake of economy and large-scale production, the
designs of all the rosidcniial buildings arc composed in a series of basic room units which
arc modules. First, drfler'snt room units such as ttie living rooms; the kitchens; and the bed
rooms are selected and combined by certain principles in order to create various family
plans. Then, based on the determined family plans base built in the previous steps, a group
of floor plans can also be made by combining different family plans under various prin;;iple5.
As a mailer of fact, the plans of different levels from family plan to community plan can be
turned out in the same way. Limited by the time and hardware we had, CARD system only
covers a design process from family plan to floor plan design.
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All llio l<nowlod(|c principles nboul Iho comblnallons b( room unlls arc liipiillcd hy "IP-TlirfJ
rules". Tor cxninpio:
ir(NOA LESS 1 HAN NOR) THEN (SELECT ONE MORE BED ROOM CELL FROM DATA BASE
Alio COMnillE IT TO THE PLAN BEING CURRENTLY DESIGNED)
NOA—-numbor o( the bed rooms already combined inio lliu lamily pliiii.
NOR—-number of Ihe bed rooms required by client In the hmily plan.
Inference Procedure
lnforenc(! procedure in Ihe CARD system is used to organize and control the slops taken to
combine designs. II involves the rhaiiiino of II^-THEN rules to form a Imo of reasoiiinrj. Tlie
Software And Hardv;are:
The CARD System is composed of five programs written In Advanced BASIC:
CAA1.DAS— Piotjram lo sliov/ Itie main menu of Ihe wliolc pacfiafje.
CAAC.i5AG---Pro(jram lo input all the basic toorn units into computer.
CBB, 0A2----Piogram lo combine Family-plan based on Ihe room units In the dalcbaso.
CCC1 BAG—-Program lo combine Ftoor-pl-in based on tlie Family-plan units In the database.
CAABBAS—-Proyrnm to show all the plans combined in dillcrcnt levels.
CAf^D system can be executed on an IBIVl-PC AT with a hard disk, two disk drives, and a
keyt)oard. As the the system dvolops, a plotter is needed for Ihe pictorial output
—
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KEV.' METHOD & TECHNIQUE FOR
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT DESIGNING
Zhan Kef.eng
Tongji Univ.
The demand for more and better residential districts, based on op-
timal utilisation of scaree resources, requires the application of
modern science and technology, including research on new method and
tijchnique for dcsi^^ning residential districts.
By mearis of various modern methods such as operation research, control,
informution and simulation, paper makes a scientific analysis towards
the dcsi^Tiing of residential districts while observing its character-
istics as an interlink between social science and natural science.
After analyzing the composition of residential district designing,
the paper divides the factors of designing into soft elements and
hard elements. The former refers to ideological and psychological
circle in t}ie field of social science, its set range being indefinit
or not entirely definit and with elastic margin. All the soft el-
ements are not mathematically analytical, for instance, comfort and •
convenience, privacy and security, habits and hobbies, desires for
something new and fasionable, and some other psychologicll factors;
the Inttei-, however, refers to the physical circle in the field of
natural science, its set range being either definit with inelastic
margin. All the hard elements are analytical mathematically, for
example, efficiency of land-use, housing volume, traffic distance,
sound, sunshine temperature, humidity, plantations, etc. In order
to control the designing program of residential districts to develop
in accordance with the desired target benefit in the course of orga-
nizing those soft and hard elements while designing, it is necessary
to handle such designing through quantitative approach techno-
logical-eco-nomical proff, mathematical statistic. Nevertheless, in
consideration of the numerous soft elements as stated above and theoir
interrelationship with hard elements, the use of qualitative approach-
imaginative thinking, architectural form, and judgment made out
of experience appears to be inevitable. The guiding ideology
to integrate, coordinate and hold quEintitative and qualitative ap-
proaches should only derive from the dialectical point of view, that
is to say, to analyze, judge and solve contradictions between the
two aforesaid elements .with the assistance of the dialectical method.
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According to the abovo-said analysis, the paper proposes a com-
prehensive technical operating system for the integration and prac-
tice of soft 5; hard elements. The soft part of the system includes
practical experience and knowledge of architecture and planning, ma-
thematical statistics and matrix analysis, software for graph and
data information bank, Chinese and drav/ing procedure software, £ind
tlie link the hard part of the operating system includes computers
and drawing equipments, physical-psychologicaJL labs for architec-
ture, image simulation lab, blueprint and xerox machies, etc.. The
critical point to construct an operating system is the technique of
connection, which broadly refers to tlje combination between soft and
designing eletaents, the link between qualitative and quantitative
designing approaches, the link between software and hardare, and ao
on. When a whole sot of connection techniques are established, the
system will be in a functional state and ready to execu-^.e as assigned
by architecturers.
The best advantage that such an operating system can offer for design-
ing residential district is to handle (process) any sopyiscated in-
formation most effectively and accurately and to provide architects
with a reliable basis for evaluating and selecting alternatives. The
calculation of a number of designing can also be handled through com-
puters, for example, population and fsunily numbers in a residential
district, architectural volume, space between two buildings, length
of pipelines and the coverage of greenfield. Besides, a variety of
data, experience and knov/ledge can be collected and stored in a com-
puter so that a bank of residential district designing information
can be set up to offer different sorts of designing information or
to process those information when the need arises.
The paper puts forward a method for residential district designing
in coorperation v;ith the use of computers, by which assumptions out
of expevience shall be combined with digital diagrams and data cal-
culation (on) computers, and the computers and architecturers shall
work alternately to perfect the original (designing ) assumption after
constantly checking and correcting errors existing in the primary draft
of desi^'.n.
Finally, the paper lists simulations for the five residential district
designing projects in Shanghai and Jiangsu Province, stating how to
comprehensively evaluate those five projects with an eye to ipaximza-
tion und with the application of such techniques as weigh theory .equili-
brium constants and soft and hard indices.
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SETTLEMENT POMl AIJD CULTURE
by ZHAIJG TINGWEI
Tongji University
Piiuoii Rapoport indicates in his book "House Form and Culture" that
the man-made environment is a product of multi-factors. Neither
physicnl factors (Climate, topography, building material and tech-
nique) nor social ones ( income level, security needs, etc.) can
be considered as major factors in comparing with culture. Many
case studies in China and other countries have proved that liis
theory has a quite rational basis. On the other hand, he analyses
culture factor into cultural beliefs, conventions, world-views and
native characters, which can not sufficiently explain the compli-
cate huiuan settlement forms.
The influence of culture to the man-made environment should be su-
bdivided into three levels: national culture, comuunity culture
and home culture. Bach culture level has its ovm coordinate space
level. The national culture background affects tovm distribution
pattern and urban structure, the community culture influences urban
form and t;ub-Gtructure form, and the home culture background gives
impact to housing form. Between these levels, the comrnunity culture
is tlie most important in forming of a man-made environment.
The article uses materials from field investigation of settlements
of Yao nationality in Da-Yao-Shan Area in Southern Cliina, giving a
framework of the "Culture level theroy" , and briefly indicates the
afjplicationfj of the theory in urban design.
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SOriE RESEARCHES ABOUT THE METHOD OP URBAIT PLAmilllG
AIID THE LIEGHAMISM OP LAUD USE IN CHIIIA
by Zhao Min
Tongji University
In cities oi" China, the resources of urban land are all public-
ov;nod, and directly conducted by some special departments of
municipal ijovernraents. The allocation and adjustment of the urban
plots are administratively organized by the means of instructed
statt or local plan and enforced management. Generally speeking,
in many cities, this buneaucratic mechanism of land use is ef-
fective. It is via this way that the demands of the land use for
the development of urban ecoromic, residential and many other social
activities were guaranteed and, in past decades, the spatial struc-
ture and function or^nizations in a large unmber of cities were
being pobitinely changed. As a whole view, the utilization of land
resource, in iLOst urban areas is economical.
The city planning and the land management, in the past, however, have
some eerious defects or weaknesses. V/e could refer to several major
points, among others, as following:in a considerable period for most
all of the cities, there were no legislative city planning documents,
v;hich the city construction and mangement could observe (abide); the
authorities paid less attention to make comprehensive economic as-
sessment during the actual planning procedures; relatively, this
system neguted the useness of market mechanism and gave up the eco-
nomic leave meaurses—merely relied on administrative forces. So
urban planning as a "Profession" focused on master plans and shov/ed
more interesting in engineering technical areas.
According to past experience, under the situation of no land price
Oi-- land r^^nt, v/e know that the location selection intention and en-
gagement of some social sectors and individuals were clearly in-
fluenced by market force, and in some cases, the illegal "land trade"
was a public-secret. In spite of the land concentrated control, there
are land markets.
With the economy reform, iJince the Third Planary Session of the
Chinese Communist Party Central Committee in December 1978, cities
—
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of China have gradually realized mult-owned ecanoioic sections, the
atate nnd collective owned enterprises have £0t more and more formal
autonomy. Thereby, the extent of the ordered plan had bcin^^ decreased,
the effect of market has boin{£ a^^i^rovated. Enterprise locations are
closely relative to their productive efficieniy, and also to their
staff's bonifits. Therefore, the traditional practice of land dis-
tribution and non-payment use arc now unsuitable under the new econ-
omic system. All these indicated that it is really worthv/hile to
ijive some structural change to urban planning and land management in
China.
To engage some profound reform, we do not mean that v;e must, put aside
all plan tools or administrative mechanism, and adop'^ market-economic
.
function v/holely. It is the common responsibility of every municipal
government all over the world to orgnize the city planning and land
majiagement, which implys government's enterforce and anthority.
On the base of land public-owned, I would like to su^gust ways in
which our planning and management should pay more respect to the
sharp dufferent value of the urban plots and admit the value low. In-
troducing some market forces is available. The new system is somehow
a combination of administrative mechanism and market mechanism.
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A GOMPAIUTIVE RESEAEGH ON THE CITY FORI;!
IN MEDIEVAL CHINA AND EUROPE
Zheng Shiling
Tongji University
In the period from fourth to twelfth century, although the
economics had a slow progress, in general, it was a turbulent
time full of chsos caused by war too, just this period had laid
a profound foundation for higher civilization. Since then, the
development in polity, arts, economics, social life, ideology etc.
had indicated it, which had been fully proved true both in Europe
and in China.
In the meaning of the development and growth of cities, just in
this period. the city form and structure had been settled, it be-
came the fundamental form of cities before the Industrial Revolu-
tion.
The geographical, economical position, the common features, cultural
environment had been formed in the same period too. A lot of new
cities had emerged all over Europe. The economical influences of
the medieval city had more extensive action than previous period.
As the concept itself, there was no such a sense of the Middle Ages
in Chinese history as. which 'in" Europe . But in the course of social
and economical developing, such period certainly existed. It is
an important transition period from a relatively static society to
a dynainic society, a new era rather than a pure transition period,
which gave Chinese history and society a totally differrnt feature
from those in- Europe.
This essay intends to describe tlie similarities and differences
between China and Europe in the Middle Ages, concerned with one
aspect of social life — the city form and structure. Although
there is no comparability in many aspects, an investigation to the
causes v;hich generated the similarities and differences could deepen
the understanding on the progress in social, cultural and living
conditions.
^
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In this period, China was a centralized feudal empire, which im-
posed a supraeconoinical force upon every field of social life. The
feudal etliics supervised politic system, culture, ideolof^y and all ' '
aspects of society. The seeds of humanism could not shake off the
yoke of the feudal ethical code and the small-scale peasant economy,
which strangled the Chinese Renaissance in the cradle, therefore a
radical change in city form could not appear without social reform.
The heritability became the main stream for, chinses city planninng
and for architecture too.
1. The medieval european cities had two fundamental properties,
i.s. the citizen stratum and citizen organizations.
The Chinese citizen stratum appeared since 8th century in Tang Dyn-
asty. It was still an agricultural society and the active factors
in social economy, the developing of commerce ajid handicraft in-
dustry were still based upon agricultural products.
In european cities, commerce was a decisive factor which created the
ciMzen organizations. The guild system had played a very active
role in soc'ial life, thus v.-hich imposed an important influence upen
the city structure.
In centralized feudal China there was no such an autonomy city and
commune system formed in medieval european history. Some medieval
european cities had executed a function just like a state which had
the characteristics of today's state, therefore the city hall and
its square became the center of composition, both in space and public
life in some cases, the square combined the city hall and cathedral
together. Numerous squares liad been diffused in the city.
In medieval Chinese cities there were rarely such squares, only the
governors office or palace was located in the composition center.
The market and the town god's temple had played the important role
in city's daily life and its structure.
2. The development of social economy had influenced social life and
caused a change in city form. The Chinese cities had undergone
a transition period from "Fang-Li" sj'stem into commercial street
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and lane system, whcih wan a diaintergration of the old market
system, and it happened since late Song Dynasty.
In Europe, if the cities were formed in the period of the Roman
Empire, its system had taken a form just like "Fang-Li", a cen-
tralized marker square and functional zoning v;ere diffused. It
was similar with Chinese city form before Song Dynasty. Inviously,
the medieval european cities ha'd adopted the street and lane system
to suit the needs of commerce and public life. The previous Fang-
Li system disappeared gradually, which could not adapt its struc—
' ture to the development of commercial economy, the dwelling houses,
workshops and shops faced directly to the street.
In the Middle Ages, the habitants of Chinese city were more than
those in Europe. According to"History of Linan in Xianchun Reign",
the city of Linan ( nov; Hangzhou ) had more than 600,000 inhabitants
in 1218 A.D., but at the same time, the biggest city in Bruope —
Parlermo had about 150,000 inhabitants, in Paris lip, 000. The com-
mercial streets in Linan v/ere more extensively diffused than those
in european cities. In a famous Chinese traditional painting of
Song Dynasty "Scene around the river by Pure Brightness" the market-
place had been displayed, this example told us that streets net had
sustituted the old centralized market system. Since then, the city
form with professional street system had been shaped, it became a
main factor in citylayout, but it was rarely seen in medieval european
cities.
3. Religion had influenced the development of the cities in Europe,
it made up the center of social life. Cathedrals and churches, mon-
asteries were the most important composition elements within city
space and structure. Up to Renaissance, cathedral and its square
became always one major part of social life, it was a common place
for weekly marketplace too.
There was no such religious sense in Chinese city like what happened
in europeancity . The religious action in China was mostly limited
in cultural life and it had not penetrated into all deeper aspects
of the daily life as the situation in medieval Europe.
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Various type of buddhist and taoist temples, monasteries, convents
etc. existed in medieval China and Confucianism in many aspects had
sustituted the religious action in medieval Europe. In general, a
more popular town god's temple stood in the center of social life,
the combination of spiritual and secular aspects of medieval socie:ty
both in China and in Europe had played always an remarkable role, it
had extensively influenced the city structure.
The city form is just an expression of the city structure, one of the
main factors, which had evolved the character of a city. It does not
only mean the layout, space composition, building form and style, street
and square, the profile of a city etc., but also the internal rela-
tionship upon which all of these visible things could exist. For e
example, the social life is one of the most positive factor for city
structure. If there vjere no Palio, Siena would certainly not have
such an eternal charm; if there were no various temple fairs and fe-
stivals, the ancient Chinese cities would always be rather depressing,
due to its formality. Such social life had exerted-' its influence
throughout the whole medieval period, sometimes it hands even down
up to now.
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THE EITVTRONMENTAL FORM OP' STREET IN SHANGHAI
by Chu Jei-min^;
Tonc-Ji University
Abstract
Tralfic it: a priiiu'iry rujiction of street. But virtut-lly the func-
tion of street is much mere than traffic. From observation, one
.finds that the streets of .Shanchai are full of vitality
.
pooplo shoppinrj, strollinc, spending their leisure, enjoy social
, ,
life, even doinc houcov/ork there, in addition to traffic. Theyo
activities compose the colourful street life and varied physical
forms of streets. It is pointed out tliat the reasons of this
s"uliisticated onvj.roninental form of street are, the compact
urban land-use, \/liich results in multi-purpose space; the lack
of space in house and countyard; the fact of high density living
and chain feature of retailers; the high \;ace-*eamer ratio in
hoiireliold, \/hich limits the time for leisure; dominance of
pec'.estiian in resident's traffic mode; and finally, the mild
clii.iate and more important, the demands of social life.
The environmental form of street reflects the economic conditions,
cocial lifestyle, and is resulted from a scries of at'tivities
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aECOcLatcd v/ibli foob traflic. It pr-ovides croiind for new activititc;,
and .-jIgo a symbol ox vigour of the city oi l^han^Thai.
With ur-bcui dovclcbpment, the uplevelinc stj-oncth of activitiei:
in streets; has blockod the traffic, the oloinental fLu'iction of
atj'oct. 1 ,r:on\/'.'i].o, the contents of sl:rect ha^ being; chanced by
the cnh-'.iice.:' i:L o.r '..rban life quality, for or.aniple, liousov;ox'k
would bo vaiiichin^', fj-om sti-ect, and more f^r-een space v/ould appear.
The I'luiction and foi-w of street environment are uJider renov/al.
It is valuable for pJxLnners Lo study and practise nov; to generato
new cnvironmeiital from of street
.
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AP.\RTI4K1IT HOUSES -- THE NON-TRADITIONAL HOUSING
Zhu Xijin
Tongji University
OUTLINE
As a non-traditional houaihg form, apartment houses appeared'
in- Shanghai in 1950&. In the past 40 years, 4-3f 000,000ra* of
them have been built, aad 75,000,000m' will be built before
2000. At that time, 80% of the residencial area in Shanghai
will be covered by such kind of houses. The apartment housing
form v;ill play a more and more important role in the urban
environment
.
SELECTION. CONTRADICTION AND ADAPTATION
1. Backgrounds of Hature and History
Shanghai-is a part of the famous "Water Area in South-east
China". And Shanghai is one of the earliest "trading ports"
in China, also^ one of the focal point of cultural interaction
between East and V/eat,
2. Traditional Residential Culture
The traditional residential culture in the south-east China
jippears very close to nature. But the influx of west culture
made it changed. Up to the end of 1940*3, there were many
different residential forms appeared in Shanghai.
3. Apartment Social Selection
In 1950's, the apartment house? only amounted to 4% of all of
them. But up to nov/, they have become the major forms of housing.
4. Contradiction.
The contradiction between the new idea and the traditional idea
of housing is the different attitude to nature, concept of
"family", communication between neighbours, and function of
living space.
5. Adaptation
,
The apartment houses have also changed the living style of 'the
people.
.
-
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ONE BUT NOT OIILY ONE
The selection to the new housing form is one selection but not
only one. We should try to find more ways of living and housing
in future. Because the apartment houses also have their problemn.
For instance, the monotonous form, the separation from history
and culture, and the inhibit from human initiative and human
creativity.
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Rl'JGIOlUL URBAN SYSTEM IN THE CONTEXT OF
URlJAl'JIZATION STRATEGY OF CHINA
Case Study: The South of
lower Reaches of the
Yangtze River
by Zong Lin
Tongji University
China is a developing country with a vast territory, large popu-
lation and a lov; economic status. Urbanization happens in China
quite late. In comparison with other countries, urban population
ratio in China is at a lower level and has been increasing rather
slov/ly. The Challenge Comes From The Rural Areas The rural popu-
lation has been increasing year by year, and cultivated land has
become less and less. From 1952 to 1902 the cultivated land per
rural labour force decreased to less more than 50^- This problem
seems to be more serious in the south of the lower reaches of the
Yangtze River. Take Shanghai and its surrounding counties as the
example, the cultivated land has decreased 40?^ during that period
while rural labour force has been doubled. Thus, the cultivated
land per rural labour has been decreased from 5.2 mows (O.547 ha)
to 1.46 mows (0.097 ha), dropped more than 70?5. (Figure 1)
"Sil Iwv TmJ n*7~ rfi^- »f7 Vfai year
Figure 1
.
Change of the area of cultivated land, labour force and cultivated
land per rural labour force in hanghai and its surrounding counties,
1952-1982.
Moreover, with the increase of agricultural production, and particular-
].y with the reform policy of agricultural economy since 1970, there
__
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are more and more surplus laboui' force in rural areao, aorne 20-
^O'jl of the total labour force in general, and up to 60?" of the
total in some developed areas. The agriculture labour force by
the end of this century is projected to reach 4 50 million. While
the cultivated land will allow only 30i>^ of them working on the
land. That is to say, only 130 millions will remain in rural
areas and more than 300 millions where to go ? Tliat is the
quefition a great challenge that we Chinese are to face in 2000
A.D.
The national policy on urban construction devised with experience
in 30 years of urbanization is : controlling strictly the size
of large cities, developing the mediumsize cities reasonably, and
small cities actively. It is aimed to establish a multilevel urban
system, which consists of large cities ( regional centres ) -
medium cities ( local centres ) small cities and towns within
a local region, avoiding unique magnetic centres and making small
cities and tovms main-pools to absorb thousands' of surplus rural
labour force. According to this core point, China's urban system
will take a noticeable change in aspect of its size structure at
the beginning of the next century. ( See figure 2. )
2oooA-:>. ^aa^.D.
super larje c/'+'CS
(pop, yipzopoo)
( pop . '^OOOOO-IOCOpXl
( pop. < ^CO.CCO )
Figure 2.
The Change of Size Structure of Cities, between 1982 and 200 A.D.
Urban Population Ratio {%) ByA of the increased urban population
will be living ang working in the small cities and towns, th t is
to say the population in medium and small cities ant towns will
reach lO/o of the total national urban population. This means most
of the migration from rural surplus force will go to small cities
and towns.
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The south of lower reaches oi" the Yangtze includes the region ad-
ministered by the municipalities of Ghangzhou, Wuxi , Suzhou and
Shanghai (See Figure 5)
The total area of this region is 22,400 aq.km. And its total popu-
lation is more than 35 Million, 40^ of which is urban population.
This region is the centre of the Yangtze Delta, where the industrial
and agricultural production in the most developed in China With abun-
dant resource of labour force. This is known as the'-'most densely
populatea region, having the most convenient transportation system,
and ranks foremost in the urbanization in China. The charateristics
of it are clearly shown in the following three aspects.
The first is the Industralized Villages And Urbanized Rural Areas. As
is shown by the 1902 statistics, there are in the Municipality of
Shanghai 7,407 factories in more than 500 tovms outside of tlie central
city of Shanghai . The industrial output of these factories amounts to
two thirds of the total output of industry and agriculture, while three
eighths of the labour force are workers. We must pay s'pecial attention
to the fact that the number of factories owned and run by communes and
production teams has reached more than 80/4 and 60/^ respectively. The
expanding enterprises in small towns has recruited more than one third
of the surplus labour force in the countryside. This is a promising
prospect of rural industrialization, i
The second is. Leaving Farming Without Leaving Home, Entering Factories
Witliout Entering Large Cities. Since most of the rural labour force who
have been shifted to other work still do farming occasionally and live
in rural areas , the transfer in space corresponding to this takes two
forms local transfer or tranfer to the nearest location. A new mode
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of livirifj jmd v/orkin^ has emerged working in tov/n or factory
and farming at home. In the tjouth lower reaches of the Yangtze,
towns and cities are highly concentrated ( one town in every 11-
50 sq.km). Using bicycles as traffic means, one can reach the
neighbouring tovins and cities from his home within 20-40 minutes.
That distance is about the same- as taken by those who live and
work in the cities.
The third. The structure of Urban System and the distribution of
Cities and towns. There are 822 towns aiid cities of this region
(oeo figure A)
Structure aket.cli map
A uoru tliiji t illUoci
c 503-P30 tiiouiond
^3-100 Ihouimnd
Q 10-50 IhouociT.d
v\j^i-:- £«t Se
Figure 4
Distribution of
cities and tov.-ns
Prom this Figures, Some aspects of this region are ris follov/s:
Such a large number of cities and sniall towns ranks the ranks the
region the highest in density one town per 27 sq.km.
There is a hierarchy of cities and towns, and every one has its
ovm function in its local area. The new urban system consists,
fundamentally, of a large central city as fulcrum and a network
of cities and towns of various sizes.
Ovjing to the economic position and geographical conditions of the
central cities, the structure of the urban system in space takes
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the form of a constellation, the main axis of which is alon/,' the
direction of the Yan^^tze River, the Grand Canal and the railway
lin
Accordintr to the present situation, this way of urbanization in
the couth lower reaches of the Yangtze River se-3raa to be the only
way. But, it, is also an exploring way, many problems are bound
to emerge. Through practice and revision, in the course of de-
velopment. I believe, this will lead the way to success.
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THE SYNCHRONOUS EFFICIENCY OF IMPROVEMENT OVER
DOWN TOWN AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF SHANGHAI
(ABSTRBCT) Zhu Ligang
Pudan University
Ahout thirty years ago, Shanghai, in every aspect including
the human capital, the technological equipments in: companies,
tli'j condition of tranfiportatiow and housing and' so on was almost
as same as, and ia some aspects, even better than HongKong,, But
a hot "baby born" left some potential problems for both cities.
It ?.ater 1 Qf^Os. and' early 1970s, Shanghai was falling behind' ' ,
Eonj^Kong but it was still in the flrsk. place in main land China,.
The potential problems seemed to apprear as fundamantal
difficulties in people's living;, transportation! and so on. Mow,
^(ils biA^oet city not only need to settle the problerae I mentioned
above but also start to consider how to keep the first position
and to attract people's buying from other cities. What happened?
1 • "'here In no doubt that the troubles are both coming from
environment and economic structure. As for environment, more
people have been given birth every year but equivalently
constructive facilities not keep in same ratio,. As for economic
Elructure, it means that, in auch a quite long times, most of
products have been produced in same procedure , same place, same
scale and with same equipment <
2. Tlte relatioiTship betv/een environment an.q economic structure
is of a coin' of two Bides. One offects another. With the increase
of popalacioni, the higher density of population in douai town
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mixed the living area and manufacturing area. You can pick up some
factories arnon/r the reeldenitial area of high denscty. The busy
truffle in rush-hours disturbs any business, communicatioa and
entertainment. The developraen.t of factories need enough space to
arrange new employee and set uti new equipments, but no where they
can go.
3- The limitation, of space and new equipments: eliminates the
creation of nev/ products and brings about the backwordnasa of
Shanghai Industry, Furthermore, Shanghai, to some extent, is
losjing not. only the markets In whole China, but also its host
market, which give rise to the shortage of materials and money
capital
t
H\. Quite a few small -firms which belong to same sector, and
3ome even proc*.^c'.ng same goods are in a distribution of various
places in the same dov/n town. Each has its own storehouse, re^pair
and spare parte; workshop, means of transportation and working
capital. In fact, the need of combination for those small firms
car^ save tha costs and gain the benefits of economic scale. But it
is out of the question before an overall planning for urban
reconstruction put into effect.
Above all, Shanghai is. in the trouble of both environment and
economic structure. Recently, the municipal government has made every
effort to release the 'environmental burden through which lots of
apartments have been built and is building in down town, suburbs and
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some areas and in order to ease the traffic burden, mundtripal
government has taken some measurementa for example the seperation
of use of busen for public in the day time from uee of trucks for the
companies at the night and so on. Trully, all the measureraente are
rea]Iy necessary for the time being, however an overall planning for
synchronous; efficiency of improvement of urban invironment and economic
structure is urfcontly needed..
At least, the following factors should be considered in an overall
planning:
1. The acceptable modern densities should be constructed to
release the burden of population in' down town* Although some smaller
districs are already existed, those, are not the "modern denBities"
because the facilities are not good enough for convenience of people's
living and business,
2. The merger of small factories in same sector should be
considered as a relatively long process of newly settle down.
The place those factories should go could be seen as districts of
spec -fie manufacture. One modern density I mentioned above could
be divided into several different districts for manufacture,
science or business respectively.
• 3. The modern desities should be placed at the point in where
it can conveniently connect a newly traffic network leading to
down town,
/+. Those traditional factories which seem to be los ing '
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competition should bo trarififered to producing new products or
investinf^ to" out of shanghai" before going to bankrupt.
'':>
. The wo'jld-bft population of aging should be considered
<.i£j onobh.cr i.iotential problem. Tho attention Bhould be paid
and the measuremt^nts ahuuld be made in advance,
AcLually, what I c£illed the modern densities are forning
in near suburbs and in some Gatellitic are% like Minhang,
JJ.nr^han, Pudong, IVii jlaochang and so on. But it is quite evident
that every modern density should be subject to the requirements
of overtill planning which defines urban orientatioBi.
'I'lie oricntatj.on embo'dies the fact that a rational organization
of production as v.'ell as a rational distribution of companies
and residents will determi'ne the urban system with self-
adjustment in combination with government intervention, which
has a quic]^ response to tho need of society and markets.
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Human Factors In The Domestic Knvironment
People spend about two-thirds of his time in the domestic enviro-
ment everyday. Some aspects of human life are directly influenced
by the quality of doiLcstic enviroment, such, as learning, working,
entertaining and even the emotion, and soon.
At the same time, domestic enviroment is a part of living enviro-
raent, it means conditions for the subsistence of human being, but
many man-made unreasonable factors make the people's life inconve-
n ient
1
.
Although the engendering and development of ergonomics muinly
occured in the production field, but the problems of efficiency
and fatigue also exist in the living enviroment, and the poor
enviroment leads to a lot of social problems. Housework is the
major part of physical output in a family, eg. tlie energy corn-
sumption of a house wife is about 2750-3000 kcal/day, while a
worker on the production line is just only >000kcal/day. The
energy comsaraption of a weaver or a busdi?iver 2500 Iccal/day . The
house work itself still a major part of time within a day of a
houseuife. For the energy comsuinption is different for each
person, but under the most favourable conditions human activity
can reach an efficiency of ^Oi-i, vihile lOjl of the energy is con-
verted into heat. The reasons for that may include the design
and arrangement of the home facilities.-
A According to a preliminary survey in t)in Ton; Ji residential
quarters, the most unsatisfactory items of the domestic enviro-
ment are the kitchen .-/.nd its equipments, U-uo the v/riters sug-
gest that in tlie living enviroment the problems whicli arose :.n
the real world must be solved to provid efficient and comfort
enviroment for the users.
2. The human factors in the living enviroment ai'e concerned with
a variety of problems, but for the most part deal with the livi.ng
space itself. The space that people require depends upon the
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cIVjoi.' i-oo:!i needed for their job and tlicir psycliolo^ical i;atisfac ti-on.
Tlie physical need for space iti doLormLiuJ i-.y 0:C: y.'iy.a oV |).-i-i:oii, the
ripace needed to diovo around equipment and tho 3pac<.' n nccocsaL'y for
paur.a£e to ana from.
It is customary nowadays not only to quste the averat^e meacureraenta
but also to indicate the limits of size for groups of people. It is
usual to indicate the 90/o confidence limits, and use them as a measure
of variation form the mean measurement. This confidence zone indicates
that, for the measurement in question, 90/^ of the population sampled
fall inside the given limits. Hence, we use the 5th, 50th and 95th
of the Chinese female anatomical diraesions as for short, medium and
tall persons respectively. 0\;ing to the general survey of the anato-
mical dimensions of this country is just being carried out.-o we refer
to the data from 'i sources: the anthropometrical data of Sichaun pro-
vince (1964) the data of conscription in 1964, and the anthropomotrical
data of the Janpanese.
5. Kitchen is a typical v;orkiug space in a house, ana the reat;onable
heights of sink, working surface and cooker are greatly related to
the degree of comfort. The writers use 18 subjects by 4 tests during
the simulating operation — heart rate test, subjective asr.osfinient
test, photographic test and method of limits — to investigate the
reasonable height of sink, v/orking surface and cooker. The results
are showed in the table.
percentage 5th per 50th per 95th per
sink 80 cm 85 cm 90 cm
worting surface 75 80 85
cooker 65 70 75
The regression formulas are:
The height 'Of sink: Y=0.55 ^ -3. 35
The height of workigspace: Y=0.55 X -8.35
The height of cooker: ¥=0.55 X -10.33
where X is the body lieight in cm.
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Pactoi-G ari'octinc aettleinenb foriaa in coal
mine cities and towns
by Tao Sun-lin
CollegG of Architecture
Si Urban Planning
The coal industiy in China l;aa had Q ^rcat progress. The annual
output of coal amounted to 43,200.000 T in T949 to 872.000.000T
in .1935, with an annual average increase of 9.6/j, For a long'
time, in the consumption structure of energy iri China, coal makus
up always more than 71/u. The objective to make gross national
product of China increase by three times in this century, depends
to a largo extent on the energy resources, i.s. the growth rate
of coal output. Therefore the coal production will continualy
be increasing. V'ith the rapid dsvelopraent of coal industry, a lot
of nev; coal mine cities and towns will emerge. The existing popu-
lation of cotil mine cities will increase too. Most of coal miiiG
cities have certain dimensions, but the levels of their develop-
ment are different. Some of thera- have become independent coal mine
cities, as the result of the development of production, some of
them. ar^ transforming or have been transformed to cities with struc-
tures of diversified economy. Therefore to make researches on set-
tlement forma in coal mine cities will promote their planning and
consti'uction.
1. The features of coal mine cities and- towns.
1) They are formed v/ith the development of coal mines, and the
concentration of population is subordinated ,to them.
2) The mai'ket price of coal is too low while the initial cost has
been eiiharicing. I
3) The planning targets for total productivity and the proportion
of single-workers to workers witii families are not appropriate.
4) There is no clear concept of a modei-n comprehensive urban society
living facilities, for a workers settlement in which people droJs
and feed well is considered to bo satisfactory.
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2. Tho aocial ecouoaiical factors affoctinc settlement forma in coul
citica:
The above mentional characteristics of coal cities L.re not intrinsic and
unchangeable. In fact the social economical factors exert potential and
foundanontal impacts on forming and development of settlements.
^) The unbalanced investments in capital construction and infrascruc-
tUI'C.
2) The economical structure 'with single product
3) The increments of inhahitante in diferent phases arc different.
3. The dynamic chan^^e of settlement form of coal cities vVith the
{^rov/tJi of mining capacity and the enhancement of the degree of compre-
hensive utilization of coal the settlement form will bo gradually
corasummnted. It dimensions will develop from small to lai'ge, and the
construction standard of workers villages from low to high, the tem-
poraiy view for a coal cities will tend to develop to long-terru and
stable ones. In a v;ord, in the coui'se of their development, the
improvement of environmental quality must be emphasized. Their trans-
formation ospicially the dynamic evolution of settlements form should be
aerionly a:.d historically consider.:'d, in order to promote the develop-
ment of coal cities.
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